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Abstract: In post disaster scenarios such as war zones floods and earthquakes,
the cellular communication infrastructure can be lost or severely damaged. In
such emergency situations, remaining in contact with other rescue response
teams in order to provide inputs for both headquarters and disaster sur-
vivors becomes very necessary. Therefore, in this research work, a design,
implementation and evaluation of energy aware rapidly deployable system
named EA-RDSP is proposed. The proposed research work assists the early
rescue workers and victims to transmit their location information towards
the remotely located servers. In EA-RDSP, two algorithms are proposed i.e.,
Hop count Assignment (HCA) algorithm and Maximum Neighbor Selection
(MNS) algorithm. The EA-RDSP contains three types of nodes; the client
node sends information about casualty in the disaster area to the server, the
relay nodes transmit this information from client node to server nodes via
multi-hop transmission, the server node receives messages sent by client node
to alert rescue teams. The EAM-RDSP contains three types of nodes; the
client node sends information about casualty in the disaster area to the server,
the relay nodes transmit this information from client node to server nodes via
multi-hop transmission, the server node receives messages sent by client node
to alert rescue teams. The proposed EA-RDSP scheme is simulated using NS-
2 simulator and its performance is compared with existing scheme in terms
of end-to-end delay, message delivery ratio, network overhead and energy
consumption.

Keywords: Disaster management; neighbor selection; device-to-device
communication; multi-hop relaying; energy efficiency

1 Introduction

A few decades ago, wireless communication emerged as a fastest diffusing technology in the
world where cellular communication placed its remarkable positon. Today, its usage has spread
from the rural to the urban areas and according to a report [1], the number of active cellular
subscription in the world is about 8 billion and approximately half of those active users have
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been added since last year, especially in the urban areas. Currently, the number of subscribers
has become larger than the total number of population of the world. The reason is everyone
has more than one subscription because different operators offer attractive data plans. In many
developing and under developing countries, many wired systems have been replaced with wireless
cellular networks because of their stress free usage and low capital cost. However, due to the
occurrence of natural and man-made disasters, these cellular communication infrastructures and
services are destroyed or severely damaged. For example during the Hurricane Odile that struck
Baja California coasts in Mexico [2], many towns were destroyed and many electrical & commu-
nication infrastructures were disrupted. Because of the Hurricane, practically 90 percent of the
population encountered electric and interaction dilemmas. Because of this harm, aid companies
encountered problems that include lack of interaction with the sufferers and among each other.
The communication among rescue teams, and paramedics is vital; specifically, the feedback of
first rescue responders is remarkably critical when you look at the post disaster situations. From
networking viewpoint, main aim is always to re-establish the interaction between rescue teams
and very first responders. One good way to overcome these problems is always to place network
elements, such as relays, access points, or routers to establish a temporary network on demand [3].
This needs a system that is certainly rapidly deployable to perform the required relief efforts,
including helicopters and first responders on the floor that can save many lives. In inclusion, to
guarantee the safety of survivors in the region that is disaster-affected, it is very important to
manage stranded people’s requests in a manner that is appropriate to provide a picture of the
total injuries, relocation strategy, emergency requirements, and so forth [4,5]. Additionally, in an
attempt to quickly deliver and handle food as well as other resources to displaced inhabitants, the
need for a reliable temporary network that is certainly very easy to deploy and relies on radio
waves instead of a data cable would be described as a choice that is good for interaction in
disaster situations [6].

In this work, energy aware rapidly deployable system for post-disaster management (EA-
RDSP) is proposed. The proposed EA-RDSP aims to lower the waiting times for sending the
rescue teams and victim’s destination information towards the control server. EA-RDSP consists
of Dynamic ID Assignment (DIA) algorithm and Minimum Maximum Neighbor (MMN) algo-
rithm. In addition, the EA-RDSP enables relay nodes to dynamically select their hop counts
from servers and after that each relay node selects best forwarders towards the control server
to attenuate end-to-end and message delivery delays. Eventually, client device could be used to
transmit victim’s information via Wi-Fi to the control server, which then alerts emergency rescue
teams to present meals and other resources to displaced and trapped survivors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work.
Section 3 explains the architecture of the proposed scheme. Section 4 describes the performance
evaluation and compares the performance of the EA-RDSP with the existing scheme. Finally,
Section 5 provides the concluding remarks.

2 Related Work

In post-disaster scenario, whenever the telecommunication infrastructure is completely demol-
ished, then in such scenarios, it becomes very challengeable and crucial to improve the emergency
reaction time. In such circumstances, the purpose of rescue members would be to make contact
with the tragedy survivals to provide first-aid services. Therefore, implementation and upkeep of
such a network must certainly also be effortless. To help survivals in the disaster area, different
disaster management systems have been proposed by the researchers in the literature.
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Researchers in [7,8] demonstrated the necessity of quickly deployable networks in disaster
circumstances, and offered a survey of different schemes providing sufficient post-disaster crisis
solutions. Jahir et al. [7] additionally looked over the networking variables that are necessary inside
a catastrophe environment, such as routing overhead, topology administration, energy savings,
and multimedia bandwidth usage. Reina et al. [8] provided an outline of basic ad hoc network
that can be utilized in the disaster area and could alleviate the disaster consequences and protect
life. Lin Shan et al. [9] has presented decentralized network concept where the intermediate
devices communicate with each other independent of any infrastructure. Various devices such as
GPS, sensors and transceivers interact without centralized coordination. Ghaznavi et al. [10] has
proposed the concept of a rescue base station (RBS). RBS is Global System for Mobile Com-
munications (GSM) compatible, and solar power operated device. The proposed system contains
several disconnected RBS devices. The RBS provides GSM facility to subscribed individuals which
lie within its coverage location.

Pezeshkian et al. [11] has proposed a system which is very helpful in military situations like
war condition or attacking the gangster area. In proposed system, mobile robots that utilize sensor
nodes are deployed in incident zone. However, sensor nodes have limited range, and robot can
affect them badly as the robot moves around snags. A robot-assisted scheme has been proposed
by the Nguyen et al. [12–14]. It is used to assist the intermediate nodes send a message over a
long distance between source and destination. The proposed system is based on mesh topology
that creates an autonomous broadband wireless network. The Suzuki et al. [15] has proposed an
ad hoc airborne communication scheme using balloons. Multi-hop ad hoc network is created by
balloons in space. Internet is accessed through an internet gateway deployed in the misadventure
zone. Internet services are provided to the rescue workers by connecting with flying balloons. GPS
receiver is carried by every balloon which is used to locate the balloon’s position. A Movable
and Deployable Resource Unit (MDRU) has been proposed by Sakano et al. [16,17]. After the
disaster, the resources are moved toward the tragedy location with the help of MDRU where the
temporary network is established to provide services for the exchange of necessary information.
All the required equipment is carried by the van to create ad hoc communication system in the
disaster zone.

Many other deployment schemes have been proposed by the researchers in [18–25]. SUPER-
MAN is proposed in [18] that utilizes mobile ad hoc network (MANET). The key goal of this
system was to disseminate building condition status and resource requests information towards
control sever. The disaster assessment information is stored in radio frequency identification
(RFID) tags. A MANET of RFID tags is created, which utilizes the dynamic source routing
(DSR) protocol to enable RFID tags communicate with control server. Hu et al. [19] has proposed
ground penetrating radar (GPR) that automatically identifies, locates, and characterizes vacant
place within the incident zone. Based on radar signal patterns, radargrams are pre-processed
for segmenting the vacant spaces boundaries. Confidence intervals of 95 % are created around
segmented boundaries to search for uncertainties.

The Souryal et al. have introduced the concept of breadcrumbs in [26–29]. Breadcrumbs are
tiny relay devices. These small devices primarily serve to transfer packets through edge nodes.
In the crisis zone, these tiny devices and mobile radios are carried by the rescue team’s leaders
to connect with command centre. Static ad hoc network is created by placing the breadcrumb
relays on demand. The breadcrumb assures trustworthy communication over an enlarged coverage
zone and reduces the network separation probability. Extensive research has been carried out
to resolve the breadcrumb deployment problem. Researchers have defined different deployment
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algorithms; nonetheless they all have some common characteristics. Link quality is checked by
some algorithms by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [26], bandwidth [27], or received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) [28]. An automatic breadcrumb dispenser is suggested in [29]
to address this issue. An algorithm based on Utility Function (UF) that sets criteria for the
automatic deployment of new breadcrumbs is proposed. The algorithm based on UF operates
as follows: to start the algorithm, the requester broadcasts a support message. After a support
message has been sent, all the requester’s neighbors send their data (number of breadcrumbs) to
the requester. The requester determines the value of each of the utility functions of its neighbors
following a predefine timeout. To deploy a new breadcrumb, the requester transmits a drop
message to a neighbor with the highest UF value.

The most critical constraint in rapidly deployable networks is energy. The nodes energy
depletes very soon due to continuous creation of connection with other nodes and transmitting
the critical information from source to destination and towards the command Centre. Thus low
data rates in addition to limited energy resources are believed to be less efficient in the emergency
situations. Therefore, depleting the battery of a node might have tragic outcomes in these networks
and hence energy-efficient routing protocols are inevitable in disaster area networks due to the
finite power supply of wireless devices [30–36]. For this purpose, Uddin et al. [5] proposed
an energy-efficient multi-copy disaster response network routing protocol that takes advantage
of naturally recurring network mobility and communication patterns, developed by emergency
workers, survivors, volunteers and their vehicles to reduce the number of control messages required
to achieve an acceptable delivery ratio and prolong the life of battery-operated devices. By finding
recurrent contacts and forming a routing table that uses these repeated contacts to send a message
to a destination, their protocol greatly reduces the need for large numbers of control messages.
Mukherjee et al. in [30] has proposed the multicast routing protocol which is self-managing and
energy efficient. In this protocol, route is selected by using the waste energy cost metric (WECM).
To maintain an energy efficient and self-healing routing structure, Self-Stabilizing, Shortest-Path
spanning Tree for Energy efficiency protocol (SS-SPST-E) is utilized. Zhang et al. in [31] has
proposed leisure degree adaptive routing (LDAR) by presenting a new combined metric “lifetime-
aware leisure degree”, which reflects the transmission state, the remaining energy, and energy drain
rate in a node as a whole. Using this protocol, the network lifetime could be prolonged and
improves the performance of emergency networks. In [33–36], clusters based algorithms are intro-
duced to optimize energy requirements in wireless networks. In these algorithms, the nodes form
clusters, which then select Cluster Head (CH) which gathers data from all other nodes and directly
communicates with Base Station. In [33], the cluster head is selected by taking into account
different optimization variables such as distance, delay, and energy used by different nodes. It
uses Rider Optimization Algorithm (ROA) to select best cluster head based on best fitness value.
In [34], the authors have proposed radial-shaped clustering (RSC) to solve energy and scalability
issues in wireless networks. The deployment structure is divided into multiple virtual concentric
rings, and each ring is further divided into sectors called clusters. The node closest to the midpoint
of each sector is selected as the cluster head. Each sector’s data are aggregated and forwarded
to the sink node through angular inclination routing. The authors in [35] elaborated that the
energy utilization of the network is of importance and has to be optimized. Several factors like
residual energy, temperature, the load of Cluster Head (CH), number of alive nodes, and cost
function affect the energy consumption of wireless nodes. Hence, they have proposed a hybrid
Whale Optimization Algorithm-Moth Flame Optimization (MFO) to select optimal CH, which in
turn optimizes the aforementioned factors.
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The breadcrumb strategies use existing routing protocols that have already been developed for
mobile ad hoc networks; however, this is not a perfect solution. This is because breadcrumbs are
battery operated devices. Therefore, there is a drawback of using these existing routing protocols
as they consume more power and can drastically reduce the battery life of relay devices. Lifetime
of the breadcrumb’s battery can be increased and efficiently utilized by designing the network
protocol in such a manner that will maintain a shortest multi-hop path between command server
and rescue team which guarantees minimum message overhead and maximum delivery ratio.
Furthermore, data about the location of first responders is not provided to the command centre
by the use of existing breadcrumb schemes. Hence, in post-disaster circumstances, locating the
casualties and emergency service members becomes challenging for the command centre.

Therefore, main contribution of this study includes a development of light weight routing
protocol for rapidly deployable systems that not only delivers request messages to command
server by using novel routing schemes but also incorporates victims’ location coordinates in a
request message that will be utilized by command server to calculate total distance towards victim
by utilizing Haversine formula [37]. In our previous work [38], RDSP scheme was proposed
for pos-disaster management. It reduced the control messages’ overhead to deliver the request
messages with a minimum end-to-end delay and an increased message delivery ratio in post
disaster situations. The RDSP system, however, handles communication between multiple clients
and a single server, but cannot handle multiple servers. Multiple servers may be installed in
emergency situations to provide survivors with different types of services, including emergency
vehicles, food, transport and first aid services. In addition, the energy needs of relay nodes are
not taken into account by the RDSP system, thus depleting the battery of relay nodes faster.
Therefore, EA-RDSP is therefore proposed in this work, which reduces the overhead of control
messages considering the energy requirements of relay nodes to transmit the request messages with
a minimum end-to-end delay, network overhead, energy consumption, and an improved message
transmission ratio in post-disaster situations.

3 System Architecture of the EA-RDSP Scheme

In this section, the architecture of EA-RDSP scheme is presented. There are some key
elements which are utilized by this scheme so that average waiting times of transmitted victim’s
information towards server can be minimized. Key elements of our proposed EA-RDSP are given
below:

• Client Node: Client nodes are used by rescue team members and victims to establish
communication among rescue team members, servers and victims. These nodes are also used
for sending feedback about the emergency situation. Client nodes utilize Wi-Fi technology
to send victims’ position information to the server nodes by using the relay nodes.

• Relay Node: Relay nodes are the intermediate nodes that are deployed at 100 m distance
from each other. It is used for relaying messages transmitted by the client node towards the
servers and vice versa. These nodes are connected in a manner that guarantees the shortest
path to the server nodes.

• Server Node: Server node controls and manages the whole rescue operation. All the mes-
sages transmitted by client nodes are received by server node to alert rescues team members.
It also takes care of the feedback sent by the rescue team members.

After the occurrence of the disaster, the whole deployment scenario of the EA-RDSP is
shown in Fig. 1. When disaster occurs, deployment of client, relay and server nodes is performed
with the help of rescue team members. Firstly, different servers for example, server A, B, and C
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are installed in incident area to control the whole operation. After this, rescue team members will
move forward to deploy relays at the regular interval of 100 m until any casualty is observed.
Then, client node which is carried by rescue team member is used to transmit casualty and
location information towards the server nodes by multi-hop transmission via relay nodes. This
100 m distance is chosen because relay nodes use Wi-Fi technology that has approximately 100 m
transmission range. However this transmission range can be enlarged by the use of some other
technologies like WiMax etc. Server nodes manage all the request messages coming from the client
nodes and send back acknowledgement messages to client nodes to ensure the reception of request
messages.

Figure 1: Deployment Scenario of the EA-RDSP Scheme

A flow chart of the server node is presented in Fig. 2. According to the flow chart, after
the initialization, the server node waits for the arrival of request messages. If a request message
arrives, the server node sends back an acknowledgment message to the client node via relay nodes
and generates an alarm message to alert the rescue teams. Server node also finds the distance
from the client node by using the Haversine [32] formula given in Eq. (1) where θ is the latitude
and ∅ is the longitude.

Dist= 2R sin−1
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Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of relay node. After initialization, relay node waits for arrival of
message. If beacon message arrives, relay node applies the Hop count Assignment (HCA) algo-
rithm (explained later in Section 3.1) to generate its own hop count (HC). Then, the Maximum
Neighbor Selection (MNS) algorithm is utilized that selects a neighbor relay having maximum
HC (explained later in Section 3.2). However, if the request message (containing desired server
information) arrives, the relay node checks neighbor information table for desired server. If the
information regarding desired server exits in the neighbor table, then the relay node connects
with the minimum HC neighbor (in case multiple neighbor exits) towards desired server because
that neighbor would be much closer to desired server (as will be explained later in Section 3.2).
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However, if an ACK message arrives, relay node selects maximum HC neighbor to transmit ACK
message back to client.

Start

Server initialization

Received

Connected with 
previous node

No

Send 
Ack

Generate 
Alarm

Start

Server initialization

Received

yes

Figure 2: Flow chart of server node

3.1 Hop Count Assignment (HCA) Algorithm
Fig. 4 displays a sample network topology to illustrate the operation of the HCA algorithm.

It contains three server nodes i.e., two A servers and one B server. To provide a common service,
the two A servers are deployed while server B provides some other service. In our proposed work,
different type of servers would be deployed to accommodate different types of requests coming
from the client nodes. For examples, type A server is used to accommodate food related requests
whereas type B server can be used to handle ambulance or first aid related requests. In this
topology, only single client node is present. Some relay nodes are also deployed i.e., X, Y, Z, I,
J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R as shown in Fig. 4.

HCA algorithm is used by relays to calculate their hop distance from the server. Initially,
it is assumed that server has hop count (HC) equal to zero i.e., HC=0 and all the deployed
relay nodes have HC =−1 (where −1 corresponds to unknown information). All the servers and
relays will share their HC information with each other via beacon messages. The beacon message
contains source ID, destination ID and HC information. According to Fig. 5, the relay node K
will receive a beacon message from both the server node A (containing source ID = A, destination
ID = A and HC=0) and relay node J (containing source ID = J, destination ID = −1 and
HC =−1). Then, relay K will select the positive minimum hop count, i.e., 0 sent by server node
and increments it by 1 to calculate its hop count. Therefore, the hop count of the relay node K
becomes 1 i.e., HC=1. Afterwards, the relay node k will store the beacon information received
from the server node in its routing table as follows: Next hop = A, destination ID = A and HC
=1 which indicates that the server A is located at 1-hop distance from node k.
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Figure 3: Flow chart of relay node

Figure 4: Initial Status of the nodes

Similarly in the same fashion, according to the Fig. 6, the relay node J will receive beacon
message from both the relay node K (containing source ID = K, destination ID = A and HC=1)
and relay node I (containing source ID = I, destination ID = -I and HC =−1). Then, relay J will
select the positive minimum hop count, i.e., 1 sent by node K and increments it by 1 to calculate
its hop count. Therefore, the hop count of the relay node J becomes 2 i.e., HC=2. Afterwards,
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the relay node J will store the beacon information received from the relay node K in its routing
table as follows: Next hop = K, destination ID = A and HC =2.

Figure 5: Working of HCA Algorithm

Figure 6: Finding hop counts of relay nodes
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Finally, as shown in Fig. 7, the relay node Z will share its complete routing table information
with node Y. However, if a node contains multiple paths towards same servers then it will share
only a single path having maximum HC information towards a specific server. For example, the
routing table of node Z contains multiple paths towards server A, therefore, node Z will only
share Z-A-5 (containing maximum HC information towards server A) and will also share Z-B-4
in its beacon message. After receiving beacon message from node Z, node Y will create its routing
table. Afterwards, after receiving beacon message from node Y, node X will create its routing table.
Eventually, node X will share its information with the client. Now the client can send request
message towards server A or B. For example, if a client needs to send request message to server
A, then it will forward request message to relay node X. Relay node X will check its routing
table and finds out that the next relay node that would forward the message towards server A is
relay node Y. Therefore, relay node X will forward it to relay node Y. Similarly, relay node Y will
check its routing table and will forward the message towards relay node Z. Afterwards, relay node
Z checks its routing table and finds out that two paths exits towards server A i.e., through relay
node I having HC=4 and relay node O having HC=5. Therefore, relay node Z selects minimum
HC neighbor relay node I to forward the message towards server A. If a node Z receives a request
message for server A and both the paths towards server A are having same hop count, then in
that case there are two possible scenarios. First, node Z can select the first minimum hop count
path from internal table. However, the drawback of such approach is that only that particular path
is always chosen for the transmission of request message and the second path having same hop
distance is ignored. In the second case, if node Z chooses one of two available paths at random,
both paths are more likely to be chosen equally. As a result, our proposed EA-RDSP uses the
second method and selects available paths at random. Similarly, the remaining relay nodes (I, J,
K) will check their routing tables and forward the message until it is received by server A.

Figure 7: Relay nodes find their hop count
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3.2 Maximum Neighbor Selection (MNS) Algorithm
Fig. 8 illustrates the working of MNS algorithm. According to Fig. 8, the relay node K will

receive beacon messages both from the server node A (containing source ID = A, HC=0) and
relay node J (containing source ID = J, HC=2). After applying MNS algorithm, relay K will
select source ID = J as a maximum hop count neighbor. Similarly, the relay node J will receive
beacon messages both from the node K (containing source ID = K, HC=1) and relay node I
(containing source ID = I, HC=3). After applying MNS algorithm, relay J will select source ID
= I as a maximum hop count neighbor. In a same fashion, all the relay nodes will select their
maximum hop count neighbors as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Relay nodes selecting maximum hop count neighbour

4 Performance Evaluation

This section compares the performance of the proposed EA-RDSP scheme with that of the
UF scheme [29] by deploying different numbers of nodes within NS-2 simulation tool.

4.1 Simulation Environment
The proposed EA-RDSP scheme is implemented using NS-2 simulation tool. For simulation

purpose, a graph topology having the total area of 3 × 1 Km2 is selected. Around 30 to 80
nodes are deployed and 4 to 10 paths are created with in deployment area. A deployment scenario
of 30 nodes along with three source nodes S1, S2, S3 and three destination nodes D1, D2 and
D3 is shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, node 0, node 4 and node 10 are designated as D1, D2
and D3 respectively whereas; node 22, node 26 and node 29 are designated as S1, S2 and S3
respectively. Similarly, three source nodes S1, S2 and S3 and three destination nodes D1, D2 and
D3 are selected in the graph topology of 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 nodes. A transmission range of
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100 meters is selected for each relay node that is equivalent to WiFi [39–42] standard. To find
shortest possible routes between client and server nodes, the proposed EA-RDSP scheme utilized
HCA and MNS algorithms. A hello interval of 1 s is selected. Five thousands request messages
are generated by the client node to test the routing protocol in highly loaded environment in
terms of request messages. The experiment duration was set at 10,000 s. The results presented
for each graph topology are averaged over 5 repeated experiments The Simulation parameters are
summarized in Tab. 1.

Figure 9: Graph topology of 30 nodes

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Deployment scenario Graph topology
Deployment area 3 × 1 Km2

Total relays 30–80
Total Paths 4–10
Relays Transmission range 100 m Routing
Protocol (EA-RDSP) HCA and MNS
Hello interval 1 s
Request messages 5000
Experiment duration 10,000 s
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4.2 Performance Metrics
The following metrics are used to compare the performance of the proposed EA-RDSP

scheme with that of UF scheme.

• End-to-end delay: refers to average time it takes for a request message sent from client node
to reach server node as given in Eq. (2).

End− to− enddelay= messagereceivedtime−messagesenttime (2)

• Message delivery ratio: refers to percentage of messages successfully received by server node.
It is calculated as the ratio of the number of request messages received by server node over
total number of request messages sent by the client node as given in Eq. (3).

Messagedeliveryratio=
messagesreceived
messagesent

(3)

• Network overhead: refers to the size of hello messages sent by relay nodes in different nodes
densities.

• Total energy consumption: refers to the total energy consumed by relay nodes in different
node densities.

• Distance covered: refers to average distance covered by request message between client node
and server node.

4.3 End-to-end Delay
Fig. 10 compares average end-to-end delay of EA-RDSP and UF scheme from source-1

to destination-1 (S1-D1) based on different number of node densities. The nodes density and
average end-to-end delay are taken along x-axis and y-axis respectively. Both protocols show
that the average end-to-end delay increases as the number of nodes increased across the path
between S1-D1. To elaborate, in proposed EA-RDSP scheme, the end-to-end delay (78 ms) for
30 nodes is smaller than that of 40 nodes (99 ms). Likewise, the end-to-end delay for 40 nodes
(99 ms) is smaller than that of 50 nodes (112 ms). This is because, when the number of relay
nodes increases across a particular path, the processing and transmission time of messages also
increases but more intermediate relays offer long-distance coverage benefit. Compared to UF
scheme, the proposed EA-RDSP scheme achieved around 31.54% lower end-to-end delays for all
node densities. However, the differences in the average end-to-end delay between the two protocols
were higher with a heavy nodes density than with a light node density. This was because UF
experienced more beacon collisions as the nodes density increased, in contrast to EA-RDSP. This
is due to the fact that UF scheme is based on a DSDV protocol that requires all the relays to
periodically exchange hello messages and entire routing tables, which leads to frequent contention
and collisions among neighboring relays. In such cases, the relays must wait for a busy channel to
become idle before performing any transmission. On the other hand, the EA-RDSP system avoids
the formation and exchange of long routing tables. Each node only shares with the neighbor
relays the information of its hop count towards a specific server. However, if a node is present
at intersection of two paths, then it shares the information of its hop count from both servers.
Therefore, sharing minor information with neighbor relays eventually reduces collisions among
neighboring relays and causes a decrease in the end-to-end delay.

Fig. 11 compares average end-to-end delay for EA-RDSP and UF scheme from source-2 to
destination-2 (S2-D2). Both protocols show that the average end-to-end delay increases as the
number of nodes increased across the path between S2-D2. To elaborate, the end-to-end delay
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(83 ms) for 30 nodes is smaller than that of 40 nodes (101 ms). Likewise, the end-to-end delay (101
ms) for 40 nodes is smaller than that of 50 nodes (119 ms). This is because, when the number of
relay nodes increases across a particular path, the processing and transmission time of messages
also increases but more intermediate relays offer long-distance coverage benefit. Compared to UF
scheme, the proposed EA-RDSP scheme achieved around 30.9% lower end-to-end delays for all
node densities.

Figure 10: Comparison of average end-to-end delay from S1-D1

Figure 11: Comparison of average end-to-end delay from S2-D2

Fig. 12 compares average end-to-end delay for EA-RDSP and UF scheme from source-3 to
destination-3 (S3-D3). Both protocols show that the average end-to-end delay increases as the
number of nodes increased across the path between S3-D3. To elaborate, the end-to-end delay
(70 ms) for 30 nodes is smaller than that of 40 nodes (75 ms). Likewise, the end-to-end delay (75
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ms) for 40 nodes is smaller than that of 50 nodes (94 ms). This is because, when the number of
relay nodes increases across a particular path, the processing and transmission time of messages
also increases but more intermediate relays offer long-distance coverage benefit. Compared to UF
scheme, the proposed EA-RDSP scheme achieved around 35% lower end-to-end delays for all
node densities.

Figure 12: Comparison of average end-to-end delay from S3-D3

4.4 Message Delivery Ratio
Fig. 13 compares message delivery ratio for EA-RDSP and UF scheme from source-1 to

destination-1 (S1-D1) based on node density. The figure shows that the message delivery ratio
for both systems decreases as the number of relays increased across the path. To elaborate, in
EA-RDSP scheme, the packet delivery ratio for 30 nodes (100%) is greater than that of 40 nodes
(98%). Similarly, the packet delivery ratio of 40 nodes (98%) is greater than that of 50 nodes
(96%). Likewise, the packet delivery ratio of 50 nodes (96%) is greater than that of remaining
nodes densities (60, 70 and 80). This was because when the number of relay nodes increases
across a particular path, the frequent contention and collisions of messages among neighboring
relay nodes also increases which eventually reduces packet delivery ratio. However, EA-RDSP
system achieved around 8.73% higher message delivery ratio than UF scheme across all the nodes
densities particularly at high node densities because it avoids exchange of long routing tables thus
reduces collisions among neighboring relays and hence achieves higher message delivery ratio.

Fig. 14 shows that the message delivery ratio for both systems decreases as the number of
relays increased across the path. To elaborate, in EA-RDSP scheme, the packet delivery ratio for
30 nodes (98%) is greater than that of 40 nodes (97%). Similarly, the packet delivery ratio of 40
nodes (97%) is greater than that of 50 nodes (94%). Likewise, the packet delivery ratio of 50 nodes
(94%) is greater than that of remaining nodes densities (60, 70 and 80). This was because when the
number of relay nodes increases across a particular path, the frequent contention and collisions of
messages among neighboring relay nodes also increases which eventually reduces packet delivery
ratio. However, EA-RDSP system achieved around 7.21% higher message delivery ratio than UF
scheme across all the nodes densities particularly at high node densities.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the message delivery ratio from S1-D1

Figure 14: Comparison of the message delivery ratio from S2-D2

Fig. 15 compares message delivery ratio for EA-RDSP and UF scheme from source-3 to
destination-3 (S3-D3) based on node density. The figure shows that the message delivery ratio
for both systems decreases as the number of relays increased across the path. To elaborate, in
EA-RDSP scheme, the packet delivery ratio for 30 nodes (99%) is greater than that of 40 nodes
(98%). Similarly, the packet delivery ratio of 40 nodes (98%) is greater than that of 50 nodes
(96%). Likewise, the packet delivery ratio of 50 nodes (96%) is greater than that of remaining
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nodes densities (60, 70 and 80). This was because when the number of relay nodes increases
across a particular path, the frequent contention and collisions of messages among neighboring
relay nodes also increases which eventually reduces packet delivery ratio. However, EA-RDSP
system achieved around 5.43% higher message delivery ratio than UF scheme across all the nodes
densities particularly at high node densities.

Figure 15: Comparison of the message delivery ratio from S3-D3

4.5 Network Overhead
A comparison of network overhead for EA-RDSP and UF schemes is shown in Fig. 16. It

shows that the size of hello message in UF scheme increases exponentially. This is because in UF
scheme, each node periodically exchange entire routing table to maintain the whole network infor-
mation at each relay node. To elaborate, each relay node contains routing information to reach any
other relay node in the whole network. Therefore, when the number of nodes increases, the size
of hello message containing the whole routing table information also increases. In contrast, the
EA-RDSP system, the size of the hello message changes slightly due to the absence of exchange
of whole routing tables. In EA-RDSP scheme, each node only maintains the information of its
hop count distance towards a specific server and does not contain any information to reach any
relay node in a network.

4.6 Total Energy Consumption
The total energy consumed in different node densities is illustrated in Fig. 17. It is evident

from the figure that energy consumption increases with the increase in number of relay nodes in
the network. However the energy consumption in case of proposed EA-RDSP scheme increased
linearly in contrast to the UF scheme which is increasing exponentially with the increase in node
density. The reason for large energy consumption in UF scheme is that as illustrated in Fig. 16,
the size of hello message in UF scheme is increasing exponentially due to the exchange of entire
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routing information among neighbor relays. As a result, with the increase in hello message size,
more energy is consumed for the transmission of large messages which in turn increases the total
energy consumption of all the nodes in the network. However in proposed EA-RDSP scheme,
the size of the hello message does not increase exponentially with the increase in number of
relay nodes in the network. Therefore, it results in linear energy consumption for different node
densities.

Figure 16: Network overhead

Figure 17: Total energy consumption in different node densities
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4.7 Distance Covered
Fig. 18 shows the average distance covered by the request messages from S1-D1, S2-D2 and

S3-D3. It shows that when there are 30 nodes, the distance covered is 988 meters. Similarly, the
distance covered increases from 1469 to 3039 meters as the number of nodes increases from 40 to
80. Fig. 18 indicates that as number of nodes increases, there is increase in covered distance and
vice versa. Average distance between the source and destination nodes is same for both schemes;
therefore the covered distance values are same for both the schemes.
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Figure 18: Average distance covered

5 Conclusion

In this study, an EA-RDSP was proposed that aims to reduce the average waiting times
for transmitting the request messages containing rescue groups and victim’s location information
towards the control server. Additionally, unlike existing schemes, the EA-RDSP does not rely on
the periodic exchange of entire routing tables. However, the proposed EA-RDSP scheme enables
intermediate nodes to store hop count information towards the server and then each intermediate
node selects the best forwarders towards the control server to minimize end-to-end delays. The
experiments are performed for three different servers and clients to provide three different services.
The numbers of deployed nodes are varied from 30 to 80 nodes between clients and server to
cover a varying distance from 988 to 3039 meters. Results of simulation experiments demonstrate
that with the proposed EA-RDSP scheme, a request message generated by the client device can
reach the server device with a minimal delay in both light and heavily deployed paths compared
to the existing UF system. In addition, the results confirmed that the EA-RDSP outperforms the
UF scheme under various relay densities in terms of the end-to-end delay, message delivery ratio,
and hello message overhead. The limitation of the proposed EA-RDSP system is that it cannot
send audio and video messages. Therefore, in our future work, a client device would be used to
send audio and video messages.
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